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At fifty, Steve Gibson of Laguna Hills, CA has enjoyed several

careers. Each has added to his resume as a pioneer of computing
technology. As a teen growing up in Silicon Gulch, he worked

at Stanford University in the artificial intelligence lab. He had the
opportunity to work with and be mentored by Arthur Samuel there, one
of the early developers of AI, and he worked alongside a variety of
graduate students specializing in AI.

THE GIBSON LPS2

While still in his twenties and after graduating from Berkeley with
an EE/Computer Science degree, Gibson moved to dusty south Orange
County. He invented the Gibson Light Pen, one of the first alternate
input devices designed for the Apple II computer. At $250, the LPS2
light pen came with an interface card designed to go into a specific card
slot on the Apple II. While this may sound pricey for such a simplistic
device as a light pen, it may be helpful to remember that the Apple II,
sporting 4Kb of memory, listed for $1300 at the time. The deluxe
model of Apple II was more than $2600, but it had 48Kb of memory—
an ample amount for the 1MHz, 8-bit processor inside. The interface
card for the Gibson LPS2 had a nameplate epoxied into place over the
electronic components so that no modifications, hacking or reverse
engineering would be possible. Engineers were annoyed at that.
Graphic designers discovered that extended use of the light pen
resulted in extreme upper arm fatigue and pain unless the monitor was
mounted facing up. When the screen was black the light pen wouldn’t
work at all, but nothing like the light pen had previously existed in the
personal computing world. It was a howling success.

REAL PROGRAMMERS DON’T WRITE PASCAL
(WHAT’S PASCAL?)

In time Gibson would abandon hardware development in favor of
assembly language programming, the enterprise that still consumes his

workdays today. Gibson takes great pride in the efficiency of his program
code. Written mostly in assembly language for close to twenty years
now, his programs benefit from being as ‘close to the processor’ as pos-
sible with the smallest possible number of wasted clock cycles, using the
smallest amount of memory and occupying the smallest amount of hard
drive space. His premiere product was Spinrite, introduced in 1988. In
addition to containing some remarkable banner ads viewed upon launch
(also written in assembly language) Spinrite was a groundbreaker in a
more basic way. To an extent far exceeding that provided by Microsoft
utilities, Spinrite allows a technician to optimize the performance of an
older hard drive and sometimes to recover sectors of lost data when a
head has become misaligned or parts of the disk surface are marked bad.
Version 5, sold from 1998 to 2003, was for FAT and FAT32 systems of
1GB or less. Consequently as drives got larger, the software took longer
to run to completion. It is not uncommon for version 5 to run for 48
hours, 72 hours, or even more.

SPINRITE 6

Now on version 6, Spinrite runs faster. It still might take hours to com-
plete its task, but the new program serves the brave new world of the NT
file system as well as Linux, OS X and earlier Mac drive formats. At a
cost of $89, the software will even recover data on USB or SATA
devices, if possible. The software is intuitive, but it also offers to the user
as much understanding of the program as the user is willing to absorb. In
this way, Gibson’s work also embodies the motivation of most white hat
hackers, notably clarity, understanding and openness. This is an ethos
that often whizzes over the left shoulders of clueless middle managers.

The success of Spinrite brought Gibson a regular column in a well-
known computer magazine. His popular column ‘Tech Talk’ appeared on
the front page of Infoworld for several years running, turning over the
viability of new technologies and discussing current developments in the
PC industry. Then in some independent forensic work, Gibson noticed
anomalies in benchmark programs written to compare PC system boxes
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for their viability for installing the newly introduced Windows 95. He
demonstrated that the programs had been written to artificially skew the
reported results in favor of certain hardware vendors and away from oth-
ers. There was a storm of criticism but Gibson’s research was meticulous
and repeatable. While Gibson remained a contributing editor at
Infoworld, his Tech Talk column drew to a close.

A GENUINE CONSUMER ADVOCATE ON
THE WEB

InfoWorld’s fortunes have shrunk in recent years, but Gibson’s
have not. With the full-scale arrival of the internet, Gibson turned his
attention to that, and to security issues on the web. His early page
OptOut was the first to make users aware of spyware. One page in
particular on his website, grc.com, has become a touchstone for
assessing elementary web security issues. Shields Up, an easily
found page on that site, is a web-based utility which tests the first
1056 ports of the computer viewing the page to determine whether
that computer is vulnerable to hack attack or data mining. A mini-
mally protected system with firewall and router should pass this test
easily, but Shields Up does quite a lot more than this. In excess of 35
million users have taken advantage of the free testing. Gibson’s site
is also a goldmine of public and consumer education in the field of
PC vulnerability on the internet, and Gibson truly earns his stripes as
a consumer advocate through this continually evolving site. A very
active and vocal message base hashes over current issues in comput-
ing with a degree of determination that obsessive-compulsiveness
can only partially explain.

GIBSON DETRACTORS

Gibson is also one of the few Techno Pioneers profiled in Technical
Support who has attracted his own criticism site. His firm, Gibson
Research Corporation (grc.com) has engendered the site grcsucks.com,
founded specifically to take issue with Gibson’s treatment of a
Windows socket vulnerability he discovered. Gibson found a security
issue and exposed it. Critics (and, it might be argued, Microsoft apolo-
gists) attacked Gibson’s treatment of the matter. They asserted that the
bug was innocuous. Moreover, they accused Gibson of grandstanding,
self-promotion and fear mongering.

These are allegations a reader can assess for himself by examining the
websites in question. In time, the author of grcsucks.com acceded to
Gibson’s premise regarding the Windows socket vulnerability without
withdrawing his remarks about grandstanding. Self-promotion notwith-
standing, it remains that Gibson’s rigorous research holds up under
scrutiny, and that his firm offers websites and software tools that are
very useful for technicians, and for those interested in understanding
more about evolving technologies. The fields of desktop computers,
mass storage devices and internet communications that have created
such a pervasive impact on our lives have all become more easily under-
stood as a result of the programming efforts of Steve Gibson.  

NaSPA member Jim Rue writes about computers and conducts training and
field service in Orange County, CA.
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